SUNRx’s 340B Split Billing System
Created specifically for covered entities managing drug
purchasing in a “Mixed Use” setting (Inpatient/Outpatient).
SUNRx’s 340B Split Billing System enables users to simplify
compliance and ensure savings. The SUNRx Split Billing System
is an internet-based tool which allows Covered Entities to create
replenishment orders for outpatient and inpatient settings, and
track purchases within the entire Pharmacy Supply Chain with
easily auditable reports. With compliance in mind, SUNRx built
its entire reporting suite around HRSA guidelines, working closely
with users to insure it meets their needs.
 Fully customized web-based software

SUNRx’s 340B Split Billing System is unlike any in the industry.
Our one of a kind PO Optimizer add on helps reduce the
pharmacy drug spend by maximizing purchase discounts.
SUNRx accomplishes this by viewing a client’s purchase orders
line by line after it runs through the split in our 340B
Split-Billing System. The Optimizer suggest alternative purchases
based on lowest available price and accumulations.

 Creates split, replenishment, or alternate supplier
purchase orders

 Wholesaler and EMR independent
 Rapid implementation averages between 30–60 days

 Verifies accuracy of price and quantity delivered
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The SUNRx Split Billing Advantage

Split billing functionality includes,
Inventory Mangement and PO Splitting

SUNRx adds four additional pieces for the most robust 340B
Split Billing Solution; PO Optimization, PO Reconciliation,
Charge Master Mapping, and Ad-Hoc Reporting

Contact Us
Learn how we help Power Compliance & Savings while expanding the benefit to eligible patients.

Call us at 267-525-3430 or email us at info@sunrx.com
About SUNRx
SUNRx is a compliance-focused 340B administrator that helps covered
entities, such as hospitals and Federally Qualified Health Centers,
maximize their 340B program so they can expand access to
affordable medications for low-income and uninsured patients.
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